Network applications and services need to be environment-aware in order to meet quality-of-service requirements in an increasingly dynamic world. In this paper we consider partition awareness as an instance of environment awareness in network applications that need to be reliable and self-managing. Partition-aware applications dynamically reconfigure themselves and adjust the quality of their services in response to network partitions and merges. As such, they can automatically adapt to changes in the environment and remain available in multiple partitions with perhaps degraded or reduced services, but without blocking. We propose a system layer consisting of group membership and reliable multicast services that provides systematic support for partition-aware application development. We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed interface by solving three problems that represent different classes of realistic network applications.
Introduction
Functional requirements, which define how output values are related to input values, are usually sufficient for specifying traditional applications. For modern network applications, however, non-functional requirements can be just as important as their functional counterparts: the services that these applications provide must not only be correct with respect to the functional requirements, they must also be delivered with acceptable "quality" levels. Reliability, timeliness and configurability are typical examples of non-functional requirements that establish so-called quality-of-service (QoS) properties for network applications.
A correct application satisfies its functional requirements in all possible operating environments: it just may take more or less time to do so depending on the characteristics of the environment. On the other hand, there may be operating environments in which it is impossible to achieve certain QoS levels. For this reason, non-functional requirements of network applications define intervals rather than single values for QoS levels that are considered acceptable. In order to deliver QoS levels that are not only acceptable but are also feasible, network applications need to be aware of the environment in which they are operating and use this information to dynamically modify their behavior. We call this capability of an application environment awareness. Consider a video conferencing application [19] to illustrate the point. Relevant aspects of the operating environment for this example include available network communication bandwidth, CPU cycles and display real estate, all of which tend to be highly dynamic. Depending on the actual values of these parameters that characterize a particular environment at a particular time, the application may limit the maximum number of conference participants, and for each open connection, select a compression ratio, window size and refresh rate for the displayed video image. Thus, the behavior of the application when it finds itself in favorable environments may be quite different from that in less favorable ones.
By their nature, network applications for mobile computing, data sharing or collaborative work involveService reduction and degradation that are unavoidable during partitioned operation depend heavily on the application semantics and establishing them is beyond the scope of this paper. For certain application classes with strong consistency requirements, it may be the case that all services have to be suspended completely in all but one partition. This situation corresponds to the so-called primary-partition model [32, 21, 27] that has traditionally characterized partitioned operation of network app]ications. In this paper we focus on system services that support partition awareness such that continued Operation of network applications is not restricted to a single partition but may span multiple concurrent partitions. The system provides the necessary abstractions such that the application itself can decide which of its services will be available in each partition and at what QoS levels. As an example, consider a replicated data application. To guarantee a form of weak-consistency, it may be possible to service read operations in any partition containing a copy of the data but write operations have to be restricted to a single partition according to some rule (e.g., inclusion of a distinguished site or a majority of replicas). In other words, partitions result in service reduction (in some partitions write operations are unavailable) but no appreciable service degradation. On the other hand, a network application for scientific computing that decomposes a single task for parallel execution among all available sites will exhibit service degradation but no service reduction: the result of the task is eventually known in every partition but smaller partitions take longer to compute it ,due to reduced parallelism.
We propose a set of services that need to be supported by the system for developing large classes of partitionaware applications in a systematic manner. Our methodology is based on the process group paradigm [21, 11] suitably extended to partitionable systems such that the group composition is an effective abstraction of the environmeht with respect to partitions and merges. Members of a group cooperate in order to implement a given network application. Partition-aware applications are programmed so as to reconfigure themselves and adjust their behavior using the current composition of the group as input. The perception that each member has of the group's composition needs to be constructed with care, since otherwise, inconsistencies may compromise functional requirements or result in QoS levels that are lower than what is feasible. In Section 4.1 we specify a partitionable group membership service (PGMS) that forms the basis of our support layer. As illustrated in Section 4.2, PGMS alone may be sufficient for programming a class of self-configuring 1The replay logs of Coda [23] and the queued remote procedure calls of Rover [20] aXe examples of such layers. network services. To support a broader class of applications that require closer cooperation, in Section 4.3 we augment PGMS with a reliable multicast communication service satisfying view synchrony semantics.
View synchrony integrates message deliveries with group composition changes such that group members can reason globally about the set of messages delivered by others based solely on local information. The support layer we propose can be seen as a "micro-kernel" for building partition-aware applications in that it includes only the minimum indispensable set of services. In particular, message ordering issues are not treated by the system but are left up to the application, which knows best how to resolve them [12] .
The contributions of this paper are to argue that partition awareness is an important attribute of future network applications and to show that the view synchrony service we specify is indeed useful for supporting it. We do so by developing partition-aware solutions to three abstract problems of increasing complexity in Sections 4.2 and 5. Each problem is representative of a particular class of realistic applications. All three solutions are characterized by their simplicity and elegance. The advocated methodology also admits simple correctness proofs for non-trivial applications with demanding requirements. In another work, we describe how the support layer we specify can be built as middleware on top of a typical operating system and UDP datagram service [9].
Related Work
Earlier work on maintaining availability in the presence of network partitions has been performed mainly in the context of data management and file system applications [15, 1, 2, 34, 31] . Systems such as Locus [30] , Coda [34] and Ficus [31] exploit the semantics of files in order to support disconnected operations and automatically resolve certain types of conflicts upon reconnection. More recent systems either use a primarycopy replication scheme (e.g., Echo [18] and Harp [25] file systems) or they allow concurrent access to replicas along with application-specific mechanisms to detect and resolve update conflicts (e.g., the Bayou replicated storage system [35] ). There is, however, no attempt to provide systematic support for partition awareness in other application classes.
Recently, numerous systems have been proposed or built as infrastructures for supporting applications in partitionable environments. Most of these systems are based on the process group paradigm and include Horus [36] , Transis [16] , Relacs [7] , and NavTech [14] as some of the more notable examples. There have also been several attempts at developing realistic applications based on the services provided by these systems: Transis used to implement services that guarantee global ordering of messages assuming that a majority of the processes are connected and alive [3, 22] ; Transis used to implement simple system management services [4] ; Horus used to implement a replicated state machine that replies to all requests in the majority partition but replies only to a restricted class of requests in minority partitions [17] ; NavTech used to manage fault tolerance in groupware applications [13] . In most cases, the applications are based on the primary-partition model that is created on top of a partitionable service. As such, they limit progress to a single partition. The only exception to this observation is the groupware application described in [13] .
The current work differs from the above proposals in several important ways. First, we consider systematic support for partition awareness in a wide range of application areas rather than one specific area (replicated data management). Second, the applications we consider take full advantage of partition awareness and remain available in all partitions rather than only a majority-based primary partition. Finally, the support layer we propose is defined through a formal specification rather than an actual implementation or informal operational descriptions [8] . For the sake of brevity, in this paper we remind the specification briefly and argue the correctness of the developed applications informally. Formal correctness proofs of the applications can be found in the full version of the paper [10] .
System Model and Failures
We consider an asynchronous distributed system supporting processes that communicate through a network. The system is asynchronous in the sense that neither communication delays nor relative process speeds can be bounded. Practical distributed systems often have to be considered as being asynchronous since transient failures, unknown scheduling strategies and variable loads on the computing and communication resources make it impossible to bound delays."
In the absence of failures, the network is connected and each process can communicate with every other process. A process p sends a message m to a process q through the primitive send(m, q), and receives a message m through the primitive recv(m). Messages may be lost, duplicated and sequencing need be not preserved (i.e., channels are not FIFO). Without loss of generality, we assume that (i) all messages are globally unique, and (ii) a message is received only if has been previously sent. Note that this communication model is extremely faithful to practical distributed systems built on top of typical datagram transport services such as IP and UDP.
Processes may fail by crashing whereby they halt prematurely. A process is correct if it never crashes. Communication failures may cause the network to partition and disable communication between sets of processes? Communication failures may be temporary, whereby partitions merge after repairs and communication is restored between their respective sets of processes. Intuitively, partitions correspond to situations where sets of processes are unable to communicate with each other. As such, they can be defined only in the context of the specific communication service implemented by the send() and recv 0 primitives. For example, a process may appear to be unreachable from another process when it is "pinged", but the same process may appear to be reachable when communicating through email. This is because the two communication services being considered (ICMP vs. SMTP) have significantly different properties with respect to message buffering, timeouts and retransmissions. With respect to pinging, even a short transient communication failure may be perceived as a partition. With respect to email, however, a communication failure has to persist for an extended period (typically 3 days) before the recipient is declared unreachable. Whereas correct/crashed are attributes of an individual process, partitions can only be defined between pairs of processes. For example, at time t, process p may be partitioned from q but not from r. Furthermore, partitions are not necessarily "clean" but they may result in sets of mutually-communicating components that are not disjoint. Consequently, being able to communicate is not necessarily a transitive property in partitionable systems. This is a common experience in wide-area networks, including the Internet, 'where it may be possible to telnet from some site A to another site B, and telnet from B to site C, while it is impossible to telnet from A to C directly.
System Support for Partition-Aware Applications
Our methodology is based on the process group paradigm that has been suitably extended to partitionable systems. Informally, a process group is a named collection of processes that cooperate in order to implement a given network application. For increased flexibility, the group composition is allowed to vary dynamically as new processes are added and existing ones removed. The group composition will vary also due to failures and recoveries. In particular, network partitions may split the group into several clusters that may later merge when partitions are repaired. A parlitionable group membership service (PGMS), specified in the next section, tracks changes in the group's composition and installs them as views at processes through the upcall vchg 0. Installed views are an abstraction of the environment with respect to partitions and merges. Ideally, there should be a common view of the group's composition that is shared by all of its members and this view should include exactly those members that are not crashed. This is clearly not feasible in a partitionable system where processes in different partitions will have different views of the 2Note that in addition to failures of network components, partitions may be provoked by many other situations including incorrect or inconsistent routing tables. And if the network is not fully connected, process crashes may also result in partitions.
group membership. Nevertheless, PGMS guarantees that each such view is shared by its components and corresponds to a maximal subset of mutually reachable processes.
Group members communicate through reliable multicasts by invoking the primitive recast O. Multicast messages are delivered to processes through the upcall dlvr O. The relationship between multicast message deliveries and the sequence of installed views is formalized as view synchrony in Section 4.3. Views and multicast messages are labeled in order to be globally unique. Given a view v, we write ~ to denote its composition as a set of process names. The current view of process p at time t is the last view to have been installed at p before time t. Events are said to occur in the view that is current. View w is called immediate successor ofv at p ifp installs w in view v. View w is called an immediate successor of v if w happens to be the immediate successor of v at some process p. The transitive closure of the immediate successor relation is called the successor relation. Two views that are unrelated through successor relation are called concurrent.
Partitionable Group Membership Service
The first layer of our support architecture governs view installations and view compositions related to group membership. Installed views represent the perception of the group's composition that is shared by its members. In other words, there has to be agreement among the processes on the composition of a view before it can be installed. We have formalized these ideas leading to a specification for partitionable group membership in asynchronous systems [8] . For completeness, here we repeat our specification informally as a set of properties, omitting the considerations that lead to them.
GM1 (View Agreement) (i) If process p installs view v as well as its immediate successor w, both containing q, then p installs view w only after q has installed v. (it) Suppose correct process p installs view v containing some process q. If the current view of q after some time becomes permanently distinct from v, then p will eventually install a new view as an immediate successor to v.

GM2 (View Accuracy)
If there is a time after which process q remains reachable from some correct process p, then eventually the current view of p will include q forever.
GM3 (View Completeness)
If there is a time after which all processes in some set 0 remain partitioned from the rest of the system, then eventually the current view of every correct process not in 0 will exclude forever all processes in O.
GM4 (View Integrity)
Every view installed by a process includes the process itself.
GM5 (View Order) The order in which processes install views is such that the successor relation is a partial order.
Properties GM1-GM5 together define a partitionable group membership service in asynchronous systems.
Partitionable Service Activator Application
We describe a simple network application for which PGMS alone is sufficient as the support layer. A given network service (e.g., WWW, domain name translation, authentication, printing) can be provided by any one of a set of servers. The service should be available in every partition that contains at least one server. Without loss of generality, we assume that a single active server is able to service all requests within a given partition. Thus, there should not be multiple serversactive in the same partition. New servers may be added and existing ones removed at will by an administrator. The goal is to devise a service activator algorithm to decide when a given server should be active and when it should be passive such that the above requirements are satisfied in the presence of crashes, recoveries, network partitions and merges. A solution must activate a new server if the current one is removed from the system, if it crashes or if it is partitioned. And when a new server is added, a crashed server recovers or when partitions merge, redundant instances of active servers should be deactivated. During transition periods, it is possible tlhat some partitions contain zero or more than one active servers. However, such periods should have bouncLed duration. Figure 1 illustrates a partition-aware solution to the service activation :problem based on PGMS. The collection of servers form a group. In this way, all events relevant for Service activation (failures, repairs, administrative interventions) are transformed into view changes. Thus, the algorithm reduces to the management of vchg 0 upcalls for the group. We assume that there is linear ordering among server names such that the function Min(S) returns the smallest name among the set S. At server p, local variable server_at identifies the server known to be active by p. Local variables are maintained in stable storage that survives crashes. Initially, each server becomes active and blocks waiting for view change upcalls. This choice for the initial state is arbitrary since it will last only until the first view change reporting the initial composition of the group. To handle a view change, the identity of the new active server is computed as the smallest server in the view composition. If p is designated as the active server when it had been passive in tlhe previous view, it is activated through ActivateService 0. If, on the other hand, p had been active in the previous view but some other server is designated to be active in the: new view, then p is made passive through SuspendService 0. In all other cases, the state of p remains unchanged with respect to being active or passive.
It is easy to show that under stable conditions, each partition containing at least one server will eventually have exactly one of them active. Consider a server p where the last view to have been installed is v. If no view changes occur for a sufficiently long time, by Properties GM2 and GM3 we know that v contains exactly those servers that are in the same partition as p. By Property GM4 we know that v cannot be empty, since it contains at least p itself. By Property GM1, each server in v will install the same view as p. Thus, all servers in the the same partition as p will designate the same server q = Min(~) as active (note that p itself could become active in case q = p). So, all servers in v different from q that were active before installing v will suspend the service and eventually become inactive. In this way, q will be the only server to be active. It is important to note that during the new view instMlations, it is possible that some partitions contain zero or multiple active servers. For example, if the current active server crashes, no server is active during the period between the crash and the installation of a new view. Or, if two partitions merge to a single one, there will be two active servers until the new view is installed by all. Our implementation, however, guarantees that such states cannot persist indefinitely.
Note that this application forms the basis for implementing primary-backup or coordinator-cohort schemes in partitionable systems. It can be trivially extended to ensure that each partition contains exactly k active servers rather than just one.
4,3 View Synchrony Service
The class of partition-aware applications that can be programmed using PGMS alone can be characterized as configuration management. In general, network applications require closer cooperation that is facilitated through communication among their components. We now extend the group membership service of Section 4.1 with a reliable multicast primitive. The resulting service is called view synchrony and integrates delivery of multicast messages with the installation of views. Ideally, all correct processes belonging to a given view should deliver the same set of messages in that view. In other words, there should be agreement among the correct processes on the set of messages that they deliver in each view. We have formalized these ideas leading to a specification for view synchrony in partitionable asynchronous systems [8] . Once again, for completeness, we repeat our specification informally, omitting the considerations that lead to them. Note that Properties VS5 and VS7 were not present in our earlier specification [8] . We briefly motivate including them in the current specification of view synchrony specifically aimed at developing partitionaware applications.
VS1 (Message Agreement)
First of all, ordering properties stronger than VS5 (such as causal or total order) would certainly increase the cost of implementing the service. Moreover, many partition-aware applications (e.g., those described in Section 5) can be programmed without any ordering guarantees. And even if the relative order in which messages are delivered is important to the application, the system-provided guarantees are often not sufficient and need to be reprogrammed [12] .
Without Property VS7, an arbitrary number of views may be installed by a process between the time that it multicasts a message and the time it delivers the message locally. This possibility would complicate considerably the development of partition-aware applications since reasoning about messages that may have been exchanged between group members during previous views can be very complex. Property VS7 forces a process to deliver certain messages in the same view that they are multicast, thus simplifying considerably local reasoning. Observe, however, that VS7 implicitly requires the upcall for view installations to be blocking. In other words, view synchrony services at process p should not participate in new view changes while p is handling an upcall for a previous view change. It is not difficult to implement view synchrony satisfying VS7; however, the user should be warned that handlers for view change upcalls should be short. Otherwise, a process may appear to be partitioned from the rest of the group while handling view changes.
Programming Partition-Aware Applications
View synchrony adds to group membership the power to relate messages multicast by processes to the views that they install. This additional power admits concise and simple solutions to even complex problems. In this section we present two new problems and develop partition-aware solutions for them using view synchrony. All of the solutions have an event-driven structure, where an event is produced either by the application itself or by the view synchrony support layer.
The problems are presented abstractly in order to hide unimportant details. It is possible to instantiate them as concrete problems corresponding to a wide range of partition-aware applications. We have deliberately avoided complicating the solutions by including intricate optimizations.
Partitionable Parallel Computation
Consider a time-intensive computation such as ray tracing, prime factori~ation or weather forecasting. The computation can be decomposed into a number of subcomputations that can be carried out independently by a collection of workers. New workers may be added and existing ones removed at will by an administrator. The computation and all relevant input data are known ahead of time to all possible workers. The goal of the parallel computation problem is to conclude the computation despite process and communication failures and to coordinate the execution of workers such that the maximum speedup that is possible is indeed achieved in all executions.
Our solution to the problem is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 . Workers that will perform work on behalf of the computation form a group. Within a view, the total work is equally distributed among the workers. During normal operation, each worker carries out the subcomputations assigned to it and diffuses the results through multicast messages. In case of a view change, there are two possibilities. If the new view represents a contraction of the previous one due to partitions or crashes, and the workers in the previous view know the same set of results, view synchrony guarantees that at the beginning of the new view all workers know the same set of results as well. Thus, it is sufficient to perform a redistribution of the uncompleted work. If, on the other hand, the new view represents an expansion due to partitions merging or recoveries, or the workers disagree on the set of completed results due to a previous partition, then an information merging protocol is needed so as not to repeat subcomputations that may have already been completed by other workers. At the beginning of an expansion view, each worker p redistributes the work among the workers that know the same set of results as itself (note that the work cannot be distributed among all workers of the new membership since they may know different set of results; thus, they could distribute inconsistently the uncompleted work). Then, worker p elects a leader c from the set of all workers that know a superset of the results known to p itself. The leader c acts as a representative of all workers that know a subset of the results known by c, and it multicasts a message containing the results that could be unknown to other workers in the view. The choice of electing a leader is motived by efficiency reasons: in this way, only one worker for each merging partition performs the multicasting. When the merging :protocol is concluded (each worker has delivered one merging message for each of the partitions that have merged in the new view), a new redistribution of the uncompleted work is performed among all workers in the new membership. Otherwise, in case of further failures (a leader crashes or is partitioned before multicasting the distribution message), the merging protocol may have to continue in subsequent views.
Each worker p maintains the following local variables: total_work contains a description of the total work 
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dtw(<~SULT, w,r>): The algorithm for each worker consists of two concurrent tasks: the first manages distribution of subcomputations and partial results among workers in response to view changes and message deliveries; the second carries out subcomputations and diffuses their results as long as there is work to do. Task 2 of worker p (lines 51-58) repeatedly selects one of the subcomputations assigned to p~ performs it (through the function Perform WorkO) , and then multicasts the result. The task terminates once results of all subcomputations of total_work are known. Task 1 handles upcalls from the view synehrony layer. The simplest case is the delivery of a partial result message (RESULT, w, r) (lines 41-42). In this case, p simply records in new_res that r is the result of work w. Handling view change upcalls is more complex (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . First, since all workers that survived from the previous view have delivered the same set of messages as p (by Property VS1), p can record that all such workers know all results that were delivered in the previous view through RESULT and UPDATE messages (stored in variables new_res and dist_res, respectively). Variable view_comp is set equal to the current view composition and variables new_res and dist_res are set equal to the empty set. Then, the sets more_set and less_set are updated to reflect exclusion of workers from the previous view. At this point, the uncompleted work is redistributed among the workers in the new view that know the same set of completed work. Local work resulting from the redistribution is computed through the function Distribute, which we do not specify here. For termination, it suffices that Distribute assign each subcomputation to at least one worker in a view, and that at least a subcomputation is assigned to each worker. But to maximize speedup, function Distribute has to be designed carefully. Finally, p determines whether it needs to send any partial results to other workers. RecM1 that the set more_set contains all workers that know at least the result known by p. If a worker q in the current view does not belong to the more_set, q may be lagging behind and should be brought up to date. Worker p verifies there are such workers and if it should be responsible for bringing them up to date. Only one worker in more_set needs to multicast the completed partial results to workers that may be missing them. We assume that there is a linear ordering among worker names and function Min 0 returns the worker name designated for this role. If worker p happens to be the designated worker, it multicasts an UPDATE message containing the set of results that are known by p, but that may be unknown to other workers in the current view. Moreover, the message contains the set of workers that know at least the results stored in the message. When worker p delivers a message (UPDATE, rset, pset) (lines 31-39), it records that all workers in pset know the results contained in rset. Then, it adds the results in rset to the variable new_res and adds the workers in pse¢ to the variable less_set, to record that at this point it knows as much as the workers in pse~. Furthermore, if p is contained in pset, this means that the worker in view_comp (the composition of the current view) knows as much as p itself, and so the value of more_set is modified opportunely. Note that this assignment does not invalidate the invariant on more_se¢ since workers in the current view that survive to the next view will deliver the same messages that p delivered before installing the next view. At this point, p checks if the sets more_se¢, less_set and view_comp are equal; if so, all workers in the current view know the same results and the work can be redistributed among them, to increase the speed-up of the computation.
We conclude the algorithm description by illustrating how it exploits the properties of view synchrony. Property GM2 guarantees that the work is distributed among all workers with which communication is possible, and thus the maximum possible speedup is achieved. Properties GM5, VS1, VS2 and VS3 allow a worker p to reason globally about which workers know the same set of results known locally. In particular, Property VS1 guarantees that two workers surviving from a view to the same next view will deliver the same set of messages (thus, both the new results and the results exchanged during the merging protocol). Property VS7 ensures that each merging message will be delivered in the same view in which it has been multicast; this simplify the algorithm construction, as workers do not have to worry about obsolete messages multicast during previous views. Properties GM1, GM3 and VS6 guarantee that a worker will eventually deliver the results of the subcomputations assigned to other workers, or it will install a new view (and thus redistribute the work). Finally, Property VS4 guarantees that no spurious messages will be delivered (thus, no incorrect results will be considered).
Partitionable Chat
Consider a chat service, not unlike Internet Relay Chat (IRC), among a collection of users. Users may contribute to the discussion by crea¢ing a new thread of discussion and by shouting messages in an existing thread. Messages are potentially addressed to every user who has joined the discussion. Whenever a network partition occurs, the discussion may continue among the users in each partition. Users are informed about other users with whom they are currently chatting. In some sense, this application extends partition awareness all the way up to the user level. Shouted messages should satisfy agreement, integrity, uniqueness and liveness properties of view synchrony messages. Furthermore, messages shouted within the same partition and belonging to the same discussion thread should be seen in an order that is consistent with causal precedence. No requirements are placed on message threads that span multiple partitions. In other words, when partitions merge, a user may miss some messages that were shouted in other partitions. For this application, we consider it unreasonable to require causal order at a global level since this would force a user rejoining the discussion after having been separated to listen to the entire discussion that occurred during his absence before being able to listen to the more recent messages. messages related to distinct threads, all multicast messages are tagged with a thread identifier; moreover, each process maintains a different set of variables for each known thread. Causal delivery is guaranteed through vector clocks [26] . Each message is augmented with a timestamp, obtained from the current vector clock value of the sender, where the entry of the sender itself is replaced by the number of messages locally multicast. This replacement is motived by the fact that the sender of a message will output the message itself not immediately after the multicast, but only after having delivered it (otherwise messages could be output in different views, due to the fact that messages are not guaranteed to be delivered in the view in which they have been multicast). When a message is delivered, it is first stored in a buffer; then, it is passed up to the application layer only when its output is consistent with the causal delivery rule. When a process installs a new view, the user is informed about users that are currently in the discussion and those that are partitioned. There are two possibilities: if the new view is a contraction of the previous one, no other action is needed; the processes survived from the first view to the second one have delivered and output the same set of messages, and thus maintains the same vector clock values for each process in the new view. Otherwise, if the new view is not a contraction of the previous one, an additional information merging protocol is needed: two merging partitions may have different set of active threads, or may have output different messages for the same thread. For this reasons, at the beginning of an expansion view each process multicasts, for each known thread, a message containing the thread identifier and the corresponding value of the vector clock. When a process delivers such a message, the thread is added to the local list of threads (if unknown) and the corresponding vector clock is updated. In this way, processes will know exactly the same set of threads, and will be able to output all messages delivered during the new view without incurring in causal inconsistencies originated by previous partitionings.
Each user p maintains local variables as follows: view_comp is the composition of the current view; threadset is the set of thread identifiers known by p; nthread is the number of thread initiated by p (this information is used by the predefined function CreateNewId O to assign unique identifiers to new threads As before, we conclude by illustrating how our solution exploits properties of view synchrony. Properties GM1, GM3 and VS6 guarantee that each user will be informed if the discussion with some other user cannot continue any more. Property GM2 is the non-triviality condition that ensares that this will happen only when a user is effectively unreachable. Due to Property VS1, processes surviving from a view to the same next view will deliver (and consequently output) the same set of messages. By Property VS4, all these messages have been previously multicast. Property VS3, combined with ProperLy GM5, is used to avoid scenarios in which different overlapping views merge to a single common view. If such scenarios were admitted, two users p and q could output different sets of messages even though user q always installs views that include p. Property VS7 guarantees that the merging protocol started during the installation of a view will terminate during the view itself.
Conclusions
Specifications for services in asynchronous distributed systems require a delicate balance between two conflicting goals: they must be strong enough to be useful and exclude trivial solutions, yet they must be weak enough to be implementable [5] . The support layer we have specified in this paper has benefited from reflection and several revisions over an extensive period. The main objective of the current work has been to argue that realistic and interesting partition-aware applications can indeed be developed with ease on top of such a layer. The question of how it can be implemented efficiently On top of a typical operating system and an unreliable datagram communication service is treated in another work [9] .
Information about group compositions conveyed through views and view changes happens to be extremely appropriate for achieving partition awareness in network applications. Through a single mechanism (view change), we are able to abstract an extremely large number of environment characteristics resulting from complex scenarios due to administrative intervention, crashes, recoverieS, partitions and merges. The strong semantics provided by view synchrony regarding the composition and installation of views, delivery of messages, and most importantly, the integration between them, allows sophisticated global reasoning to be accomplished through local information alone and without having to resort to complex communication protocols.
The partition-aware applications we have developed reconfigure themselves in order to provide the "best" QoS that is possible in each partition. Obviously, no support layer can accomplish miracles and guarantee services at constant QoS levels in the presence of partitions: for example, no solution to the service activator problem can guarantee the service in a partition contains no servers. The partition-aware applications we have considered have been such that it is always possible to restore a consistent globM state after recoveries or partition merges. In general, applications that admit conflicting operations (e.g., updates to replicated data) in concurrent partitions may require additional system support for restoring a meaningful global state
